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Group Ice Breaker

What are you most excited about for summer 2021?

Review last week’s next steps

What, if any, next step did you commit to last week? How did it go?

❏ I will ask my small group to pray for healing in an area of my life.

❏ I will trust that Jesus can and will heal, if not in this life, then in the life to come.

❏ I will consider where I need to be made whole and ask for prayer.

Message Summary

In Mark Chapter 1 we read the story of a man with leprosy who believed Jesus could cleanse him, but questioned 

if he was willing. Jewish religious laws called lepers unclean and untouchable, but Jesus didn’t pull back from this 

man, and he was miraculously healed by Jesus. If we’re living in the Jesus way, we don’t pull back from anyone 

either. As Christ-followers, as a church, we have to fight against any system or way of thinking that says anyone is 

untouchable or undeserving of God’s love. 

There are two metaphors we need to notice in this story. First, leprosy is the perfect metaphor for sin. Just as 

leprosy begins small and then spreads throughout the body, so does sin. And second, cleansing is the perfect 

metaphor for a new life in Jesus. Jesus isn’t afraid of your brokenness and sin; that thing in your life that you 

believe, or you’ve been told makes you an untouchable, an outcast, an outlier to God. He’s filled with compassion 

for you just as he was for this man. 

The cleansing of Jesus is holistic. The cleansing was physical. The touch of Jesus renews bodies. The cleansing was 

also relational. Sin isolates, even if it’s just within yourself.  But the touch of Jesus restores relationships. The 

cleansing was emotional. The touch of Jesus reclaims identities. And last, the cleansing was spiritual. But in the 

end, always, it leaves you empty and alone because it cannot fill that space that only God can. 

Just as this man’s life was made new by the touch of Jesus, yours can too.



Discussion Questions

1. The man with leprosy isn’t the first to wonder if God was willing. We can face the same doubt. When was 

a time you experienced this? Share with the group what the situation was and your experience with God.

2. The man asks Jesus to cleanse him rather than heal him. How would you explain the difference between 

the two?

3. In Jesus’ response physically and verbally, we see a mixture of anger and compassion. He felt this man’s 

suffering on a deep level. What are the ways we insulate ourselves from the suffering of others?

4. The fact that Jesus touched this man indicated proximity, he was close to someone who others kept a 

distance from and were indifferent towards. What does this teach us about living in the way of Jesus?

5. Leprosy and cleansing are metaphors of our spiritual condition, of sin and new life in Jesus. In what ways 

does this story mirror the work of salvation and regeneration in our lives?

6. The greatest miracle of Jesus isn’t on the outside, but the inside. The cleansing of Jesus is holistic. It 

touches the physical, relational, emotional and spiritual aspects of life. When was a time you experienced 

the holistic touch of God?

7. After his encounter with Jesus, this man becomes a walking testimony of the redemptive power of God, 

and he can’t keep quiet about it. Is it easy or a challenge for you to share your God story with others? 

Why?



Next Steps for This Week (Commit to Grow)

Use these as a guide to take your next step and commit to what you learned this week: 

❏ I will trust that Jesus is willing to act on my behalf.

❏ I will resist the temptation to be judgmental or indifferent to the needs of others.

❏ I will believe that Jesus can and will heal, if not in this life, then in the life to come.

❏ I will allow Jesus to move in all areas of my life, physical, relational, emotional, and spiritual.

❏ I will share with someone else what Jesus has done for me.

Scripture References

❏ Mark 1:40-45

❏ James 1:15

❏ Titus 3:4-5

❏ 2 Corinthians 5:17


